Girls Urged to Acquire Fullness of Life

President Blunt spoke at Chapel on Tuesday morning about how to get the fullest life possible at college. She asked that all strive to attain both, students and faculty. Miss Blunt said. She pointed out that there are many interfering conditions that help to rob us of acquiring fullness of life. The greatest interference is fatigue, either physical or nervous. When we are fatigued, we do not enjoy life. Sleep, exercise and relaxation are the best antidotes for fatigue. Hold on to your serenity, look at things with buoyancy and a sense of humor, not with anxiety, Miss Blunt added. Her plain and common sense can lessen fatigue.

Another interference is our self-treatment. Instead of treating the subject we are writing about as it is, we are thinking of how it will please us. We are embarrassed about our awkwardness because we are thinking of ourselves instead of the text. President Blunt advised that we devote ourselves to the thing at hand for its own sake and forget ourselves.

STU. G. MEETING HELD

A Student Government meeting was held on Thursday evening, November 2, at 6:45. The meeting was conducted by Doro-thy Merriam, president of the Student Government. The need for quiet and a concern to put into effect the motion was stressed by the president. President Blunt advised that we devote ourselves to the thing at hand for its own sake and forget ourselves.

“THE AMERICAN THEATER OF TODAY” IS TOPIC OF WALTER PRICHARD EATON

In his discussion on “The American Theater of Today,” Mr. Eaton gave as his point of departure the attitude of a man who has studied critically the real American stage for thirty years. In this space of time, the theater has developed great competence—in its adaptation of plays, its lighting effects, its costume design—in every thing, apparently except acting, which has suffered considerably. Because of the excellence of the plays today, many performers, as much as any musi cal actor himself loses prominence. Playwrights are developing more and more skill in technicalities. Our plays are beginning to have great merit because of their unity, their point, and their satirical purpose. The playwrights demands strictly realistic plots and severely censors improbability, and festivals must he to it. O’Neill is not truly a rebel, but more of a poet, who grasps for some form of expression entirely away from realism. Another point interesting to note is that nearly all of our stage productions are selections from one or several motion picture stories. Formerly, the American stage relied upon foreign plays. The movies, Mr. Eaton admitted, were serious competitors of the American stage, in that they appealed to the mass of people for casual entertainment. But they are by no means taking the place of real American drama. Statistics prove that the Motion Picture Houses attract about seventy million people weekly. In the hundreds of pictures that are produced yearly, perhaps one in a hundred is worthy of the name, “Drama.” Movies are too cheap for real appreciation. Originality in plot and in characterization is becoming a thing of the past. The fine standards of the theater are rarely consciously applied to the movies. We rarely question a movie’s probability, its artistic conception, its unity, or its general purpose. Going public is too easily amused to be a critical, discriminating audience. In a motion picture, the creative part of the audience is completely dead. This is one of the movie’s fundamental weaknesses. Besides, the movie industry is growing and going public is too easily amused to be a critical, discriminating audience. In a motion picture, the creative part of the audience is completely dead. This is one of the movie’s fundamental weaknesses. Besides, the movie industry is growing and
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EDITORIAL

HONOR SYSTEM

At the Student Government meeting on November 2 we voted that the system of reporting is to be included in the honor code. This method is to be given a trial period of several months, and will be discussed and voted upon again. The majority of us voted for this system and it is up to us to make it a worthwhile test. If we happened to be against the system we must try to support it just the same, so that the discussion at the end of the trial period will come from real working principles. To meet with this system of reporting seemed necessary—perhaps we were wrong, but it is up to each and every one of us to give it a fair chance to prove its worth or its impracticability.

THE NEW EDUCATION

All the papers in the last few months have contained articles on the new movement in education. Particularly in the foreground have been the new curricula at Chicago, and in the last few weeks those of Colgate. What should these news items mean to those of us who are in the midst of getting the best education that we can, and are, therefore, very much interested in what is going on in the educational field?

They should make us ask ourselves what Connecticut is doing to keep up with education. Is it proving still that it is a progressive college? One that is open to new ideas? Is it continuing to be a leader in the field of higher education?

This year Connecticut has established a new course for Freshmen, a survey course in Social Sciences, and as such it is extremely valuable as it is closely concerned with today’s problems. But is that sufficient?

Chicago has four survey courses that all Freshmen must take and two more that may be taken during the Sophomore year. Upon satisfactory completion of these courses the students go into the Senior College and can take those courses in which they are interested. The previous survey courses have the advantage of giving the student a very broad view of the world of knowledge and of giving him an opportunity to find out in what he is most interested.

Colgate, after years of intense research, has decided upon a somewhat similar plan. It has been researching for being given funds from the Carnegie Fund with which to carry out its project. Columbia has a survey course in Contemporary Civilization which aims at the same plan.
Not many smokers have seen a fine tobacco plant in full bloom, so we show you this picture. Only a few of these fine plants are permitted to flower and to produce seed. These carefully selected seeds reproduce the following year the "Cream of the Crop" for your Lucky Strike, for tobacco must be grown from seed each year. This careful breeding of fine tobaccos explains why Luckies maintain the same fine, uniform quality from year to year—so round and firm and fully packed—free from loose ends.

**ALWAYS the finest tobaccos**

**ALWAYS the finest workmanship**

**ALWAYS Luckies please!**

"it's toasted"

FOR THROAT PROTECTION—FOR BETTER TASTE
The third meeting of the Art Club was held Tuesday evening in New London Hall. The students are making drawings from human models for an exhibition which is to be presented at the end of the year. Later on the Club is having outside artists come to talk about etchings and modeling or to criticize. Everyone interested is urged to come to the meetings.

Ancient Apollo Found
The most sensational discovery of the year by Italian archaeologists is probably the Apollo, an extremely beautiful statue, found close to a groto in which Emperor Otho Tiberius held festivals, some 60 miles to the south of Rome, on the way to Naples.

The grotto was arranged as a Nymphym for the emperor. Stone seats were placed so that you could watch the little cavales artificially led into the grotto from streams in the hills above. Artificial ponds were built to keep fish alive and ready for the imperial dinners. Presumably nymphs frequented the nymphym as well as the mighty of our terra firma. Statues like the recent discovery were placed about.

Many remarkable discoveries have been made in the last few years in this southern-most district of the Campania Romana. One of the discoveries Americans will be making after the Repeal is that the district’s wine, called Cecubo, was rightly the best red wine in the world.

The boastful assumption of the dominion of the Christians over the heathen was the idea that the press is so strictly censored that they have no way of knowing what goes on in other parts of the country.

The meeting was attended by a large group of students and townpeople, and after the talk, there were questions and discussion by members of the audience.

A visual education course is being offered by Boston University, School of Education. A series of films, each one telling of something leading to the realization of religion’s comforting guidance and eternal strength.

Every Beauty Preparation
A College Course
LILLIAN’S BEAUTY SHOP
NEW LONDON, CONN.

RAINCOATS
The winter months bring many days when a raincoat is more than useful. Some of ours are even ornamental.

We would like to show them to you.
It would be worth our while, methinks, to find out when the next fire drill is going to take place in a certain off-campus house; not only the chief, but also every member is equipped with a nifty fire hat sent through the courtesy of the Texaco Company. There's room for improvement in things in the right way!

Hallowe'en has come and gone, but its memory still lingers in the minds of those who awoke Wednesday morning to see clothes growing on trees the way leaves used to do before you and I were young.

Automatic locks may have their advantages but not at three in the morning, according to a student in Plant, who had to spend the rest of the zero hours on coats in the hall outside her room. Here's hoping the situation won't occur again or there may be some amateur lock-picking.

Just because a certain language student danced with her professor at the Hallowe'en party is no sign she can dally along on page 18 while the rest of the class had reached page 46. We're afraid she'll be busy as a bee catching up when it comes to a quiz.

Having seen the advertisement in Fanning probably warned the large Vespers audience that position wasn't everything in life, and—

I'm looking for a millionaire—Something that will wear and wear.

Something tweedy in classic style. Something that will last a while.

Like novelties 'most always are, large Vespers audience that.positive won't occur again or there will be no scarcity of men for the Amalgamation meeting. The Seniors in cap and gown sang first, as usual, and then the other classes joined in. After full enjoyment in singing there were a few remarks which were exchanged to the applause.

Peterson, Inc.

Personnel at Confection and Caterer
Special thanksgiving without dessert 80c and with dessert 90c

Mary Elizabeth Beauty Salons

211 State St., New London, Conn.
Telephone, New London 6643

Saks-Fifth-Avenue

NEW YORK

Announcing a MID-SEASON SHOWING

of the

College Inn

November 13, 14, 15

New collections of daytime and evening apparel, emphasizing formal fashions for brilliant holiday events.

Also Christmas gift suggestions: sweet jewelry, handbags, handkerchiefs, and irresistible perfumes.

The Boston Candy Kitchen

Alumni Notes

Born-To Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Stover, Jr. (Katherine Francke, C. C. ’38), in New York, on September 17, a son, Andrew Stover III. If the rest of the alumni cooperate like this, there will be no scarcity of men for C. C. proms twenty years from now.

Rosalind Beebe, C. C. ’26, as Vice President of the Alumni Association, will speak at the meeting of the New London chapter, November 17, on "Books and Book Selling." This literary-minded campus will perhaps be interested to know that she is manager of the Macmillan bookshop in New York.

Personality Riddle

She's a Senior—and she seems to be the busiest girl in school. She has scholastics, school activities, and weekend events at Yale, Harvard and Wesleyan into a steaming pudding when she laughs as she looks over it all at dinner. Her hair is dark and straight and she laughs—sometimes one likes to pretend that she is one of Job's three daughters—come to life.

During the week she is efficient—rushing from Dramatic Club meeting to News meeting—to classes and back to Blackstone. A Queen's most favorite pageboy.

On "formal" nights she stands slim and strong and one is reminded of Duke Ellington's "sophisticated lady" played softly in the distance. She smiles at everyone and sometimes makes believe that she is listening to your conversation (or to your lecture)! but instead she watches lovely dance murkaz in her mind.

One other clue—all this may be just so much smoke—But if it is—then the smoke makes velvety rings that form into this word "Hi-a-pri-son.

Elsie Shold—secretary in Boston.

Abbie Usher—teaching music in the Public Schools in Plainville.

Betty Overton—has started a dancing school in Plainville.

Margaret Hillard—working in Sloane's in New York City.

Ruth Norton—is working in a bank in Winsted.

Helen Stover (Katherine Francke, C. C. ’38) 

BOSTON CANDY KITCHEN

Christmas Cards

Order Now At Connecticut College Bookshop

127 State St. New London, Conn.
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Harvard men who desire employment are enrolled on a social register whose business it is to furnish male escorts for "deb" parties. We bet the debs would rather go unescorted.

What's in a name? At Fordham Father Deane is dean; Father Whalen is dean of discipline; Mr. Shousten is debate coach; and Mr. Voekl (pronounced vocal) is director of the glee club.

(NSFA)—International Relations Clubs, fostered through the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, now total 534, of which 422 are in the United States. The 422 will meet in regional conferences this year, six of which are already scheduled for fall and early winter.—World Events.

(NSFA)—Football has been discarded for rodeo sports at the Cheyenne School at Colorado Springs. Bucking horses and wild steers are considered less dangerous by Dr. Lloyd Shaw, superintendent.—Fornightly.

(NSFA)—A survey in an eastern university showed that 60 per cent of the students sleep through at least three hours of classes each week.

We just got wind of the peculiar predicament a young Romeo was in last summer when his mother found a pawnbroker's ticket on his coat which with the rest of the suit he had pawned to get the cash to go to the prom. The Y. R. skinned through by saying he had checked his coat at a dance. Imagine his embarrassment when his mother held up the trousers, also ticketed, and asked, "Henry, what kind of a dance was that?"—Northeaster.

(NSFA)—Beer and football should not mix is the decree of the University of Minnesota. The administration showed this attitude in refusing to sanction radio broadcasts of University football games if sponsored by brewery concerns.

Do You Want To Look Your Best? Let The Mohican Beauty Shop Help You Have Perfect Grooming

Get it at STARR BROS, INC. Druggists For Appointment Tel. 3202
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Fellman & Clark Florists

"Flower for Every Occasion" specialists in Millinery of Distinction — We sell nothing else.

Ennis Shop 250 State St. Next to Woman's Shop

Keep Warm at the Game

Robs Scarf Ties Shirts Hats

Tate and Neilan

..yes I like that word about cigarettes

"When I think of milder cigarettes nowadays, I always think of Chesterfields. Because Chesterfields are milder. They've got plenty of taste and aroma to them but they've got mildness too! "I smoke Chesterfields all day long when I'm working and when I'm not, and there's no time when a Chesterfield doesn't taste milder and better. "I'll put in a good word any time for a cigarette like Chesterfields—they're mild and yet they satisfy."